
                                                                                                                         

CHILDREN   FLYING   ALONE
                       Airline Rules for Unaccompanied Children

Below are the rules that Air Sumatra Airlines® will require for any parent/guardian that allows children ages 5-12 to fly 

unaccompanied.

Age limits - minimums and maximums
Air Sumatra Airlines® realizes that a 5-12 year old deserves more attention than other adult passengers that are aboard 

the aircraft. Our airline employees and supervisors will watch your child board, and enter aircraft to enhance both safety 

and security for your child. 

Children that are under 5 are required to fly with an adult, no-matter in what circumstance. Children over 12 will still 

require documentation, with a parent/guardians signature to allow them to fly with us. Please be prepared for this at the 

airport you wish to both depart, and arrive in.

Rules for older children
If a child is older than 16, which is the maximum age for our unaccompanied child program, we may allow that child to 

travel under their program's rules, but that child may not be able to use special services for unaccompanied children 

such as having an escort while at an airport or being allowed to board the aircraft early.

Other restrictions and requirements
For unaccompanied children traveling under Air Sumatra Airline® supervision, there are additional restrictions and 

requirements for them to enhance security and safety.

• Allowing unaccompanied children only on nonstop flights
• Not allowing unaccompanied children on flights the involve a second carrier
• Requiring earlier check in, typically 60 to 90 minutes before departure
• Charging adult fares or additional fees for unaccompanied children

Issues with younger and older children
Children who are too old to travel under Air Sumatra Airlines® child program face other issues.  The most important is 

that the child will have to be deal with any travel problem that comes up.  This may include lost, stolen, or damaged 

baggage; airline security issues, flight delays and cancelations, and personal safety.  You should prepare your child for 

common air travel problems and make sure that your child understands what to do in these situations.

Identification requirements
Under Air Sumatra Airlines® rules and policies, we require a form of ID of parent/guardian and child.  This will include:



  • Boarding Pass (with purchase confirmation from PayPal, and/or iPhone PassBook is allowed)

• Drivers License or any form of ID for parent/guardian, and a Passport for child

• Parent/Guardian signature on purchase confirmation

Escorting the child to and from the aircraft
Whenever possible, parent/guardian should escort child through security and preferably all the way to their seat in the 

aircraft.  If this is a codeshare flight with Iberia Airlines, you may be required to escort the child to the gate.  Also, the 

person picking up the child should be waiting at the gate at the arrival airport. You will likely need to go get an escort 

pass or similar document from Air Sumatra Airlines® in order to enter the gate area. If you are not allowed to escort 

your child into the secure area of the airport, make sure that an appropriate airline representative is personally escorting 

your child.

Supervision by airline employees
The level of supervision that the airline has for unaccompanied children will be high-attention, to also enhance security 

and safety for your child. It is very unlikely that we will have one or more adults at a child's side on the aircraft. If there is, 

we will ask the adult to change seats to make our organization of comfort better. 

 While in flight, the child will be supervised by the flight attendants. Make sure that a flight attendant, preferably the chief 

flight attendant, is aware of the unaccompanied child. Also, make sure that the child understands that if there are any 

problems during the flight, that the flight attendant should be contacted.

If the child has to take a connecting flight, make sure that the child knows that they have to be escorted to the next 

flight by an airline representative. Once the child is in the waiting area, there will be an airline representative at that 

airport who will be responsible for supervising your child between flights, but that person will likely have additional 

duties, including supervising other children. Make sure that your child understands the need to stay within sight of the 

responsible airline employee. If you think that your child may not be able to handle this kind of situation, then only use 

nonstop flights.

What happens if the aircraft is diverted or delayed?
Once the flight departs, the aircraft may have to make an unscheduled landing, either returning to the departure airport 

or going to an alternate airport.  Also, a connecting flight could be delayed or canceled. If this takes place, we will contact 

the persons responsible for picking up or dropping off the child and make alternate flight arrangements.  This could 

include arranging alternative transportation back to the original airport, arranging a later flight to the original destination, 

or arranging a flight to an alternative where a responsible adult can pick up the child.

A child who is flying alone, but who is not using the airline's unaccompanied child program will likely be treated like any 

other passenger.  Your child should tell an airline representative of their travel situation, but that is no guarantee that Air 

Sumatra Airlines® will be willing or able to offer any additional services.

Depending on our policies, if the flight is delayed overnight, we are able to place the child in a hotel room under the 

supervision of an airline representative, in a hotel room alone, or in a hotel room with another unaccompanied child.  

We also have a policy where it takes no responsibility for overnight accommodations for an unaccompanied child and 

will turn the child over to the local authorities for the night. It is important that you have a clear understanding of Air 

Sumatra Airlines® policies. At the airport, ask an airline representative for a printed copy of the airline's policies on 

unaccompanied children.  Also, print a copy of any policies that you may find on the airline's web site.

What happens if no one is there to pick up the child?



If for some reason there is no responsible adult at the destination airport, what happens next will depend on our 

policies.  Air Sumatra Airlines® may make an effort to contact the person who was to pick up the child and if there 

were some kind of short delay, there will likely not be any problems. If no one can be contacted at the destination, then 

the responsible adult at the departure airport may be contacted to discuss alternatives. For these reasons, it is very 

important that Air Sumatra Airlines® has several alternatives for contacting the responsible adult at both the destination 

and departure airports. If no one is available to take responsibility for the child, Air Sumatra Airlines® may have to turn 

over the child to the local authorities.

International flights
If a child is traveling unaccompanied on an international flight, there may be additional requirements beyond what Air 

Sumatra Airlines® may require. Depending on the circumstances, you may need to have additional documentation to 

allow a child to leave the departure country or to enter the destination country. Contact the appropriate authorities for 

each involved country to ensure that all requirements are being met.

Flights on partner airlines
While you may arrange for your child's travel through one airline, the child may end up on a subsidiary of that airline or 

with a partner airline for some or all of the trip. Check with Air Sumatra Airlines® to see if your child's trip will involve a 

subsidiary of that airline or a partner of that airline. If this is the case, review the policies for the other airline and if one 

or more of those policies are not acceptable, make alternative arrangements.

Unaccompanied flying checklists
The following checklists may be useful reminders for adults and children before and during a flight.

Checklist for adults

• Review the airline's written policies before making your reservation
• Find out how to contact the appropriate airline contact at both the departure airport and the 

destination airport.
• Provide the airline with at least two ways to contact a responsible adult (preferably two or more 

responsible adults) at both the departure airport and the arrival airport
• Have the child carry a copy of that same contact information
• Make sure that any responsible adult who will drop off or pick up a child has valid photo identification
• If possible, escort your child onto the aircraft
• Remain at the airport at least until the aircraft takes off
• Check on the progress of the flight, and if it the flight will be delayed or diverted, contact both the 

airline and the responsible adult at the destination airport
• If the child is able to use a telephone, provide the child with the means to make phone calls (change, 

phone card, cell phone, etc.)
Checklist for children

• At the airport, find out what person from the airline is responsible for you.
• While waiting to board your flight, stay in the gate area in sight of the airline employee who is 

responsible for you. If you have to leave the gate area, make sure that an airline employee is either 
escorting you or is aware of your location.

• In the airplane, make sure you contact the flight attendant if there are any problems
• When you get on the airplane, ask the flight attendant if you can be seated so that no one is sitting next 

to you.


